We present laboratory experiments on the effects of global coupling in a population of electrochemical oscillators with a multimodal frequency distribution. The experiments show that complex collective signals are generated by this system through spontaneous emergence and joint operation of coherently acting groups representing hierarchically organized resonant clusters. Numerical simulations support these experimental findings. Our results suggest that some forms of internal self-organization, characteristic for complex multiagent systems, are already possible in simple chemical systems.
We present laboratory experiments on the effects of global coupling in a population of electrochemical oscillators with a multimodal frequency distribution. The experiments show that complex collective signals are generated by this system through spontaneous emergence and joint operation of coherently acting groups representing hierarchically organized resonant clusters. Numerical simulations support these experimental findings. Our results suggest that some forms of internal self-organization, characteristic for complex multiagent systems, are already possible in simple chemical systems.
C
urrently, much interest is focused on the investigation of multiagent systems that are formed by a large number of interacting active elements. Such systems show a special kind of self-organization, characterized by spontaneous synchronization, dynamical clustering, and development of hierarchical order (1, 2) . Individual agents may represent humans, animals, or robots and other artificially produced active units (3, 4) . Depending on the nature of the elements, their mutual interactions, and the degree of synchronization, different collective tasks out of the reach of the individual agents can be exercised by their organized populations. The typical examples of multiagent systems belong to social sciences, but a question can be asked whether similar kinds of complex internal organization can emerge, in a primitive form, already in relatively simple chemical systems and may be employed for the purposes of chemical engineering. Experiments and numerical simulations reported in this article give evidence of complex cooperative action in populations of interacting electrochemical oscillators.
The importance of coherent dynamics resulting from synchronization in biological systems was noted by Wiener (5) and Winfree (6) ; synchronization plays a significant role in the operation of the brain (7) and in coherent flashing (8) and chirping (9) in large populations of fireflies or crickets. General theories describing the onset of synchronization for periodic and chaotic oscillators have been constructed (10) (11) (12) and confirmed in experiments (13) . It has been shown that strong interaction among highly nonlinear identical dynamical elements produces clustering (11, (14) (15) (16) (17) . Less attention has, however, been paid to the analysis of spontaneous dynamical clustering in weakly interacting and broadly heterogeneous populations.
We address the problem of heterogeneous populations by using a model laboratory system, an array of electrochemical oscillators whose elements have a broad distribution of natural oscillation frequencies. The reported experiments, complemented by numerical simulations, exhibit characteristics typical of multiagent systems, including the emergence of complex collective signals through the cooperative action of coherent groups.
We present numerical simulations for a system of phase oscillators. A phase oscillator is a simple cyclic element (a clock) specified only by its natural frequency. We choose a population of 1,000 such oscillators with a strongly nonuniform distribution of natural frequencies displaying several maxima (Fig. 1A) . When interactions among the elements were included, formation of synchronous oscillator groups was observed. Synchronization could clearly be seen by examining effective oscillation frequencies, defined as the average number of actual cycles per unit time for a given element. The distribution of effective frequencies at various interaction strengths is shown in Fig. 1B . As the interaction strength grew, small coherent oscillator groups with identical oscillation frequencies, different from their natural frequencies, appeared on the bulk background of nonentrained elements. For higher interaction strengths, most of the population was entrained into several large clusters. Eventually, the dynamics of the entire system became fully synchronized. Clustered states were observed in an interval of transition between complete incoherence and rigid full synchronization. It is inside this transition interval that the properties resembling social organization were found. The synchronization tree in Fig. 1B reveals the hierarchical organization of the population.
The ability to exercise collective tasks can be viewed as the essential property of any highly organized multiagent system. The oscillator population can indeed generate collective signals.
As an example, we considered a complex-valued collective signal
, where i is the imaginary unit, j is the phase of the jth oscillator, and N is their total number. In the incoherent regime in the absence of interactions, the phases of individual elements were random and the collective signal almost vanished. Fig. 1C shows how the magnitude of z grew with the interaction strength, revealing gradual emergence of cooperative action through cluster formation. Fig. 1D shows the trajectories of z(t) for different interaction strengths. Depending on its cluster organization, determined by the interaction intensity, the same population thus generated different kinds of collective signals meandering with a number of inward or outward petals. In the final state of full synchronization, the collective signal, however, lost this rich dynamics and became trivially periodic.
Another important aspect of a highly organized multiagent system is its integrity. Interactions between coherent groups span the internal organization. Some groups are brought to existence (i.e., enforced) by the rest of the population. If the activity of a particular group is suppressed, this may entail dramatic changes of the entire organizational structure. These effects were indeed observed in the clustered oscillator populations. Synchronous clusters developed at locations (frequencies) which were different from the maxima in the natural frequency distribution and were thus determined by the interactions among population members. Any two clusters with frequencies 1 and 2 were responsible for resonant forcing of the entire system at a set of frequencies n 1 ϩ m 2 , where n,m ϭ Ϯ1, 2, 3, . . . The forcing shifted the locations of clusters. The population could also respond to such a forcing by forming new coherent groups at some of resonant frequencies. [Resonant clusters have been discussed for external forcing (18) .] We identified several resonant clusters in Fig. 1B . Note that nonlinear resonant effects were particularly strong when two clusters approached one another, so that their frequencies 1 and 2 are close. They explain the structural rearrangement that precedes mergers of coherent groups in Fig. 1B . The interplay among interacting coherent groups ( Fig. 2A) can be illustrated through the suppression of the activity of a group of oscillators (Fig. 2B) and by applying an external periodic forcing (Fig. 2C) . Both resulted in a change of the ''social'' structure of the entire population. Some of the coherent groups completely disappeared, and the frequencies of other, even distant groups underwent substantial change; with forcing several higherresonance clusters developed.
For a bimodal population, the formation of two synchronized clusters and their subsequent coalescence have been described by Kuramoto (10) . Resonant interactions between oscillators have also been considered in the context of neuronal systems and information processing (19, 20) . However, the role of resonant interactions in synchronization phenomena and in the restructuring of the oscillator population has not been analyzed so far. Our numerical results show that resonant interactions greatly affect the synchronization process and rich dynamics, including fusion of coherent clusters, can occur.
The aspects of collective behavior considered above in a simple model were investigated in electrochemical experiments. The experimental system was an array of 64 Ni electrodes held at a constant applied potential in sulfuric acid; current, which is proportional to the rate of metal dissolution, was measured on each electrode. The experiments were thus carried out in a well controlled laboratory apparatus appropriate for the study of interacting populations. The inherent local complex dynamics could be controlled by variations in the electrolyte concentration and by applied potential. Heterogeneities occurred both natu- rally through slight differences among the conditions at the metal surfaces and in an enhanced manner via small variations in external resistors. Each electrode or reacting site represents one oscillatory element in the population. Interactions among entities were realized through electrical coupling of individual oscillators. Fig. 3 . Experiments on globally coupled 64 nonidentical periodic electrochemical oscillators with multimodal natural frequency distribution. The currents of Ni electrodes (64 1-mm-diameter electrodes in an 8 ϫ 8 geometry with 2-mm spacing) were measured at 100 Hz. The potential of each electrode was held at constant potential V ϭ 1.09 V versus the Hg͞Hg 2SO4͞concentrated K2SO4 reference electrode. A standard electrochemical cell was used with the Pt mesh counter electrode (see Fig. 5 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site; further details can be found in ref. 17 ). The electrolyte was 3 mol͞dm 3 sulfuric acid at 11°C. The electrodes were connected to the potentiostat through one series (collective) resistor, Rs and through 64 parallel resistors, half of which were 100 ohm greater than the rest. The differences in parallel resistors and inherent heterogeneities made the natural frequency distribution have two major peaks. The interaction strength K was controlled through the external resistors K ϭ (R s͞Rtot)͞(1 Ϫ Rs͞Rtot), where Rtot ϭ 10.1 ohm was the total resistance. (A) Distribution of dimensionless natural frequencies (at K ϭ 0). The dimensionless frequency is defined as j ϭ fj͗͞ f͘ Ϫ 1, where fj is the frequency of the jth element obtained from a linear fit of phase time series j(t) and ͗f͘ is the mean frequency. The phase is the angle in a 2D state space constructed by using the current as the abscissa and its Hilbert transform as the ordinate (21) . (B) Distribution of dimensionless effective frequencies as a function of the interaction strength K. Thick red and magenta lines show nonresonant and resonant clusters, respectively. (C) Dependence of the average magnitude ͗Խz(t)Խ͘ of the collective signal on K. The collective signal z(t) was calculated from the phases of the oscillating current as in the simulations (for clarity, the mean rotation was eliminated). The effect of interactions is shown in Fig. 3 . The natural frequency distribution was approximately bimodal (Fig. 3A) . The distortion of the frequency distribution by interactions is seen in Fig. 3B . Two clusters (groups of elements with the same frequency) at frequencies near the peaks of the natural bimodal distribution emerged at very weak interaction (K ϭ 0.020). With increased interactions, the two main groups grew by either incorporating more individual nonentrained elements or by absorbing adjacent smaller clusters. A coherent, synchronized state was observed for K Ͼ 0.083. The magnitude of the complex signal (Fig. 3C) showed the build-up of order with increasing K; larger increases were seen as clusters merged (such as at K ϭ 0.031, 0.076, and 0.083).
The coupling between the two main clusters (having frequencies h and l ) and their effects on other elements of the population depended on the strength of interaction. New resonant clusters (magenta) formed at frequencies different from the maxima in the natural frequency distribution; for example, a third ( ϭ l Ϫ h ), a fourth ( ϭ Ϫ2 l Ϫ 3 h ), and a fifth ( ϭ 2 h Ϫ l ) cluster arises at K ϭ 0.031, 0.042, and 0.071, respectively, as seen in Fig. 3B . Effective oscillator frequencies as functions of natural frequencies at three values of K are shown in Fig. 4 A-C. A four-cluster state consisting of two main clusters (25 elements at frequency h and 14 at l ) and two resonant clusters is seen at K ϭ 0.052 (Fig. 4 A) . As in the simulations a major structural rearrangement with strong resonant effects was observed before complete synchronization; at K ϭ 0.071 the five clusters have almost equally spaced frequencies with a difference of h Ϫ l (Fig. 4B) . Further increase of coupling resulted in a two-clustered state with close frequencies (Fig. 4C, K ϭ 0.076) . The new high-and lowfrequency clusters were formed by merging of two high-and two low-frequency groups and by splitting of the remaining (''middle'') cluster (see Fig. 3B ).
The collective signal z(t), generated by clustered oscillator populations, had rich dynamics (Fig. 4 D-F) . At K ϭ 0, the magnitude of z(t) was small; deviations from zero were due to the finite system size. At K ϭ 0.052 and 0.063 it followed a complicated trajectory with inward petal and three-lobe motions, respectively. In Fig. 4 G-I the collective signals in the experiments with a different, unbalanced natural frequency distribution are shown (Movies 1-4, which illustrate the collective behavior, are published as supporting information on the PNAS web site).
Despite the significantly higher complexity of the electrochemical reaction system, along with the presence of noise and slow changes of conditions inherent in experiments, the joint action of interacting groups of chemical sites reveals principal properties common with a simple theoretical model of phase oscillators. Spontaneous formation of synchronously operating groups, which endows a population with a capacity to generate complicated collective signals, has been demonstrated. It was found that the emergent structural organization is hierarchical and strongly correlated. Remarkably, some aspects of the ob- served behavior resemble the features characteristic for much more complex multiagent systems, such as societies or robotic populations. Analogous cooperative action phenomena may also be relevant for the operation of the brain, where properties of neurons on both local and long scales substantially vary and complex collective behavior emerges as the synchronization outcome. 
